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Figure 1. Identification of the thumb bifurcation “U”.

Figure 3. Alternative method for identifying bifurcation U. U
centred over the intersection (green circle) between a line perpendicular
to the index finger interphalangeal creases and a line bisecting the
thumb interphalangeal creases towards the hook of the hamate (blue
circle).

Figure 2. Digital nerve anatomy within the bifurcation U. (A) Bifurcation
points measured in mm from most ulnar and proximal edge of the incision. Type I
and II patterns shown in green and Type III (trifurcation points) shown in yellow.
Red line depicts bifurcation U although exact dimensions varied among
specimens. (B) Type 1 pattern with proper radial thumb digital nerve and
common digital nerve to thumb UDN and index RDN branching more distally.
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• The complex neurovascular anatomy within the thenar eminence
highlights the importance of surface landmarks to avoid iatrogenic
injury to the digital nerve

• The purpose of this cadaveric study is to validate a new surface
landmark for identifying the bifurcation of the thumb radial digital
nerve (RDN) and ulnar digital nerve (UDN).

• Twenty-four fresh frozen upper limb cadaveric specimens (19 male,
5 female) were utilized for dissections.

• Identification of the bifurcation U: thumb fully radially abducted
and placed in the plane of the palm, index finger metacarpal
phalangeal joint flexed to 90◦, distal interphalangeal joint kept
straight, and the PIPJ was flexed until the finger tip contacted the
thenar eminence (Figure 1).

• ‘U’ shape incision made and bifurcation of thumb RDN and UDN
identified and measured from the ulnar and proximal most aspects
of the incision

• Branching type identified based on Jolley’s classification1.

• Bifurcation of the thumb RDN and UDN was consistently identified
within the U in 22 of 24 specimens (92%) (Figure 2a)

• In 67% of specimens, the index RDN was also visualized within the U
• 42% of specimens had a proper thumb RDN and common digital nerve

branching into the index RDN and thumb UDN (Type I) (Figure 2b)
• 33% had common digital nerve to thumb UDN and RDN (Type II)
• 25% had trifurcation of thumb UDN, RDN and index RDN (Type III )
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• Alternative method for identifying bifurcation U: intersection of
lines perpendicular to thumb and index interphalangeal creases while
thumb fully radially abducted in the plane of the palm

• Confirmed in 10 specimens that intersection point was also within
marked bifurcation U (Figure 3)

• Bifurcation U confirmed to be consistent landmark for thumb
RDN and UDN

• Previous descriptions of type II branching patters show thumb
RDN and UDN bifurcating at the level of the MCPJ1; however
our dissections show bifurcation more proximally located in
thenar eminence.

• In patients with joint stiffness, an alternative method is
described for the identification of bifurcation point.

• High index of suspicion required for index RDN injury in
sharp lacerating trauma as it is often also seen within the
bifurcation U.
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